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The state Department of Natural Resources is proposing to add 192 waterways to a list of lakes, 
rivers and streams that fail to meet state water quality standards, most of them for having 
excessive levels of weed-causing phosphorus. 

State officials highlight such waters every two years as a requirement of the federal Clean Water 
Act. The law requires states to prioritize problem bodies of water and establish plans to get them 
into compliance. 

Before the new list, there were more than 700 waters in Wisconsin, including many sections of 
the Milwaukee, Menomonee and Kinnickinnic rivers, classified as impaired. 

The agency is adding entire waterways — or sections of them — for an array of pollutants, 
including bacteria, salt pollution and industrial pollutants. In some cases, waters have already 
been identified as polluted and the latest list adds a new pollutant that must be cleaned up. 

DNR officials note about 75% of the waters it monitors have shown a long-term trend of 
improvement. 

The 2014 tally mirrors the experience of 2012, when phosphorus was the leading reason that 
more than 150 waters were added. 

Phosphorus is a nutrient in fertilizer and comes from suburban yards, manure and wastewater 
treatment plants. It spurs algae and weed growth, which have fouled beaches on Lake Michigan. 
Phosphorus was cited as a source of pollution when scientists last year discovered a dead zone in 
Green Bay. 

The DNR says that the reason a growing number of water bodies are being listed for the 
pollutant is because the agency approved phosphorus regulations with specific numeric limits in 
2010, and they are just being assessed. 

Delay sought 

The new list of impaired waters comes as some want to slow the rollout of current regulation. 
Business groups and an organization representing more than 100 wastewater utilities unveiled 
legislation recently that would give them more time — up to 20 years — to comply with new 
standards. 

  



They say the new regulations are too complex, too costly and fail to address agriculture's role as 
a source of pollution. They are pushing to phase in reductions over time. 

Environmentalists say the groups are merely trying to avoid stricter regulations and that some 
businesses and utilities are meeting the new limits. 

The bill got its first hearing on Thursday in an Assembly committee at the Capitol, and with only 
a few floor sessions scheduled for the rest of the year, the initiative caught many conservationists 
off guard. 

Kimberlee Wright, executive director of Midwest Environmental Associates, a public interest 
law firm, declined to testify because of the short time frame. She noted that lobbyists for 
Municipal Environmental Group, representing the sewer utilities, spent nearly 250 hours 
lobbying on the topic last year, according to the Government Accountability Board.  

Attorney Paul Kent, representing the sewer utilities, agreed that hundreds of hours were spent on 
the legislation. But he said most of the time involved research and meetings with local 
governments, agriculture groups and others — not direct contact with lawmakers. 

For all but the largest sewer utilities, "these are daunting procedures," said Kent, adding: "We 
don't simply want a delay. We are trying to find ways to at least keep us in the game." 

Chris Clayton, water quality director for the River Alliance of Wisconsin, said that the impaired 
water list helps highlight problems, but regulators can't lose sight that the end game is to make 
them clean again. 

"While more and more waters are being listed because of phosphorus pollution, how many 
successes do we have where waters can be taken off the list? Very few," Clayton said. 

"Our best shot at seeing fewer waters with algae problems is the state's phosphorus rules." 

Public, EPA input 

The list now goes to the public for input, and eventually the Environmental Protection Agency 
must review the list. Two years ago, the EPA directed the DNR to add more than 100 waters 
after concluding the state wasn't following its own standards. 

Brian Weigel, water quality section chief for the DNR, said the agency doesn't expect that to 
happen this time around because it has more experience classifying waters for phosphorus. 

It can be difficult for a polluted river to improve enough to meet water quality standards. This 
year, the proposed list includes 17 waters the DNR wants to take off the list. This includes the 
KK Road Beach on Lake Michigan in Sheboygan County for E. coli and three Madison beaches, 
including in James Madison Park on Lake Mendota, also for bacteria pollution. 



Seven water bodies, including most of the Gile Flowage in Iron County, were removed from the 
list because of declining levels of mercury. Mercury from coal emissions and other combustion 
sources converts to its toxic form, methyl mercury, when it is taken up by bacteria in the water 
and eventually in the fish. 

Locally, sections of the Kinnickinnic River and Oak and Lincoln creeks had previously made the 
list for other pollution problems and are now being added for new pollutants. 

The DNR is adding all of Oak and Lincoln creeks and a midsection of the Kinnickinnic because 
of excessive levels of chlorides. The chlorides come primarily from road salt, but also industrial 
heavy metals, and when levels rise high enough, they can be toxic to aquatic and plant life. 

Beaver Creek, which runs through portions of Milwaukee and Brown Deer, and Scout Lake in 
Greendale are being added for phosphorus pollution. 
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